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Across 

1 First name of a "Fresh" beatboxing 
pioneer 

5 One of many made in a free-for-all 

9 Listening option 

13 It takes up three sides of Grand 
Central Terminal 

15 Nani Pelekai's sister, in Disney films 

16 Online game variation whose 
possible solutions may include 
"ENDOR" and "DROID" 

17 Bobby Orr, position-wise, in slang 

18 Sunny was once the "first" one 

19 Make edible, for some 

20 Prepare for reuse, as old newspaper 

21 Wind rarely heard in rock 

23 You'll probably end up WAY long if 
you somehow mistake it for a nine 

25 Discounts at the grocery store 

27 One of many for a walk, maybe 

31 What's going on around you, in 
slang 

33 California white wine that's not, 
despite how it sounds, French for a 
planet 

34 Org. concerned with the working 
class 

35 Many fly to one 

37 Video game figure that can't be 
manipulated by a controller, briefly 

38 They've been doing it since back in 
the day, for short 

39 It's not usually used for intracity 
travel 

42 Topper for many marching band 
uniforms 

44 "Heavens to Betsy!" 

46 Face-scrunching 

48 Wants nothing to do with 

50 One trying to get votes, maybe 

51 Had no problems with one's lessons 

54 King who begat Paris 

56 Charitable grp. in the economic 
"third sector" 

57 One coming out around the same 
time as another 

58 "Box of paper snowshoe racing" 
game on "The Office" 

60 Something 
held in another's 
absence 

61 Decayed, as an 
old abandoned 
car 

62 Needs to get 
rid of the red? 

63 They 
determine who's 
in the minority 

64 Babysitter's 
handful 

 

Down 

1 Have a history 
starting on 

2 Given to 
address 

3 Its flag 
represents wheat 
fields under a clear sky: Abbr. 

4 Stare with jaw dropped 

5 Like hemoglobin, chemically 
speaking 

6 Makes easier to locate, in a way 

7 Sultan in whose reign most of the 
Topkapi Palace complex was built 

8 Certain prop, or where it's normally 
placed 

9 Like perfect shells, to some 

10 Nickname for the "We Belong 
Together" singer, per her album title 

11 Dessert made in the "Good Eats" 
episode "Egg Files II" 

12 See 58-Down 

13 Male erogenous zone that's 
analogous to the supposed female one, 
in slang 

14 "Bien à _____" (informal French 
letter closer) 

20 Cee Lo Green-penned smash hit 
from the 2005 album "PCD" 

22 Ending for a profession 

24 Extends service 

26 Some pyramid-shaped things? 

28 Prepared to share, perhaps 

29 Livestock breed named after a 
historic name of a world capital 

30 Some old radios 

32 They're prohibited from driving 
cars in Japan (seriously) 

34 Gray variety 

36 Low-to-the-floor electrical 
receptacle 

40 "The tree of liberty must be 
refreshed from time to time with the 
blood of patriots and _____" (Thomas 
Jefferson) 

41 Stephen Hawking mathematical 
collaborator whose name ends with a 
flower 

43 Its tearing usually happens on a 
sudden change in direction, for short 

45 Coaching terms, e.g. 

47 Male equivalent of a "pegasister" 

49 Part of a fun "bomb"? 

51 "thats hard 2 believe...!" 

52 "The pain!" 

53 Product that Lego makes more of 
than any other company in the world 

55 Parts of some cocktails 

58 Title used by a 12-Down 

59 Earned more criminal charges, say 
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